How to Communicate with Insurance Company Personnel
Before you pick up the phone to speak to a claims representative, you need to gather some
information. Be prepared to give the person you talk with:
• Your name and your relationship to your care recipient
• Your care recipient’s birth date
• The insurance policy number
• The name and address of the organization that sent the bill
• The total amount of the bill
• The diagnosis code on the bill
• The Explanation of Benefits (if you are questioning an insurance payment)
When you start the conversation, ask for the name and telephone extension of the individual
who is handling your phone call. If you need to call again, you will want to try to speak with
the same person. Keep in mind that billing office personnel and insurance claims representatives are there to serve you. You are the customer. Be assertive. You should expect to:
• Be treated with respect and consideration.
• Have your concerns clarified.
• Have your questions answered with accurate and timely information.
• Be informed of any steps you need to take to move things along.

Communication Tips
Here are some tips for communicating effectively with people who work in the health
insurance system.
• Be Prepared. Before you call an insurance company, write down a list of the questions you
have so you can handle everything in one phone call.
• Take Good Notes. Take notes about your phone conversations, including the name of the
insurance representative, the date of the call and the information you were given. For convenience, put this in your care recipient notebook.
• Be Clear and Concise. State clearly and briefly what your question or concern is, what you
need and what you expect.
• Be Patient. Health insurance issues can be frustrating and time-consuming. Accept that
you will spend a certain amount of time navigating through automated telephone menus,
waiting on hold and waiting for the claims process to be completed.
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• Be Considerate. Most insurance personnel want to do their jobs well, and they have a
tough job to do. Thank them when they have been helpful. Speak to them kindly. Assume
that they are trying to help you.
• Follow Through. If the insurance company asks you to do something or to send additional
information, do it right away. Don’t let it slide. This will help them get the bill paid.
Above all, be persistent. Stay in touch. Keep after an issue until it is resolved.
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